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Management Summary
I have lost count of the many offers that I have gotten to receive something for nothing. For example,
you can be recipient of this wonderful free necklace (however, please send us a hundred dollars in
shipping charges!) Or, how about the email that starts…”I am an unfortunate Nigeria citizen that has
millions of dollars stored in a vault that I will gladly share with you…if you send me enough money to
get out of here!”. My mother always said that if the offer seemed too good to be true…then it probably
was. But Asigra has improved on their products and is offering enhancements to their products for free.
It is not too good to be true …it is true and it makes good business sense!
Asigra is a small but rapidly growing company in Toronto, Canada, that has concentrated on delivering online backup and recovery products for 20 years. Its backup and recovery product, called
Televaulting, has been installed by major storage service providers (SSPs), under the brand name of the
SSPs, at thousands of customer sites. Recently the company is selling the product direct to enterprises, in
particular those with multiple remote locations.
With this latest announcement, Asigra is now providing those service providers and enterprises that
have already installed Televaulting and new customers, the option of not only backing up their data but
also capturing all changes to their data through Continuous Data Protection (CDP). This new
enhancement is available at no extra cost. Asigra is not the first to market with CDP technology, but they
are the first to offer this at no additional charge. This gives enterprises more choices when protecting data
without costing them extra in licensing fees.

About Televaulting
Asigra’s Televaulting software consists of two components. A client resides in the remote site, called
the DS-Client, and software that resides in a main data center is called the DS-System. Asigra’s
architecture differs from other backup software – no agents are required on the servers and workstations
in either location. That makes life simpler for the storage administrator since agents do not have to be
installed locally or pushed out to the various locations The DS-Client runs on Windows, VMware, Mac
OS X and Linux, and can protect data in Unix, Windows, Novell, Macintosh, VMware and AS/400
environments, as well as leading databases and email systems, such as Microsoft Exchange, Lotus
Domino, Microsoft SQL, Oracle, and DB2. The DS-System runs on Windows and Linux.

How Televaulting Works
When Televaulting is first installed, all the data at the remote location is backed up, compressed, and
encrypted before it is sent to the main location
where the DS-System software is installed. During
subsequent backups, only the data that has changed
since the previous backup is sent to the main
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location. Sending only changed or new data saves
time and money. Backups complete quickly and
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require less bandwidth to transmit the data and less
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disk storage to store the backups.
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Backups are stored in the main location but
the most current versions (latest generations) of
the backups can also be stored locally at the
remote location. Data can be restored from either
location, which provides two levels of protection.
Data is encrypted at both locations and in flight
using up to AES 256 algorithms providing security from unauthorized access. Data deduplication
techniques are also imbedded within the Televaulting software to save storage. A checksum is
generated for each file. This checksum is compared to previously generated checksums. If a
match occurs, then Televaulting knows that this
file has been previously backed up and will not
retransmit the duplicate data. Asigra takes data
reduction to an even more granular level. It also
divides files into 4K segments and generates a
checksum for each segment. Block-level checksum comparisons allow Televaulting to transmit
only changed blocks within files – not the entire
file. The combination of data deduplication and
block-level comparisons can dramatically reduce
the amount of data that must be transmitted to the
main location.
Asigra not only backs up data but archives it
as well. The architects at Asigra recognize that
backups and archives are an integral part of
Information Lifecycle Management (ILM). Televaulting supports multiple tiers of storage and
moves backups among the tiers as needed to meet
performance and cost requirements. Inactive data
or data that must be retained for a long period of
time due to regulations or internal policies can be
moved to an archive or vault. Here the data is
stored with the version of the software that backed
up the data. This ensures that the data can be
restored many years later.

How CDP Works
Several vendors offer CDP solutions today.
Asigra is not the first to offer CDP, but they are
the first to offer agentless CDP. CDP technology
comes in two basic flavors – block-based CDP
and file-based CDP. Block-based CDP operates
at the logical volume level and records every
write, while file-based CDP operates at the file
system’s level and records any changes to the file
system. Some block-based CDP solutions protect
data without any understanding of the application.
For example, a database transaction may consist
of several blocks of data. Block-based CDP records changes to every block. Restoring a database protected by block-based CDP may result in
a copy of a database with incomplete transactions.
This means that the database must back out these
incomplete transactions during its restart process.
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This adds time to the recovery process.
Asigra has implemented file-based CDP.
Files can be restored to the previous changed
state. For example, DS-MLR provides CDP protection for email messages. Changes to the
messages are recorded after the entire message
has been written. Any email message can be
restored using Asigra’s solution.
Some vendors offer standalone CDP solutions
that reside within a SAN and record every write to
a protected volume. These solutions require that
agents be installed on the servers connected to
the CDP appliance. Other vendors offer solutions
to protect laptops and remote workstations –
again, they require agents be installed on the
laptops and workstations.
Unlike standalone solutions, Asigra’s CDP is
integrated within the backup software. Files can
be backed up on a regular schedule or protected
through CDP. Since CDP continuously captures
any updates, the application does not have to be
interrupted to perform a backup.
CDP-protected files can be restored from any
point in time. That gives enterprises flexibility.
More critical files that are updated constantly can
be protected with CDP, while less critical files or
files that are not updated very often can continue
to be backed up as they have in the past.

Conclusion
Asigra is not the first vendor to deliver CDP.
But they are the first vendor to deliver agentless
CDP. For enterprises with many remote offices,
and an even greater number of servers and
workstations to protect, having an agentless
solution can save time and money and simplify
management.
CDP provides a new tier of data protection
but is not replacement for existing backup or
disaster recovery processes. That is what makes
Asigra’s solution very appealing. Asigra has
added CDP technology to their existing backup,
and remote office support. Enterprises can find
backup, CDP and support for remote offices all in
one solution. Since there are
no agents, there are no additional charges for agents. With
Asigra, you only pay for the
amount of compressed data that
is protected. It is a complete
solution with a very simple
pricing structure, which makes
good sense for Asigra and it
makes even better sense for
enterprises.
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